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Bloomsfield statement of student teachers seeing the need to be in control of the classroom, is an effective
preventative or disciplinary strategy to correct student misconduct. Students who have given wrong answers
were also praised for participating in the discussion and this encouraged the normalizing of errors when trying
Lemov,  An extension of guided participation is reciprocal learning. Strategies, 15 Wheatley, R. Not every
approach works for every child. Here, the emphasis of the teacher's role as a model and encouragement of
students to adopt the position of observer will make practices explicit to students, and enhance their learning
experience. Consequently, it is crucial the teacher finds the root cause of the behavioral issue at hand and
works to address the issue and eradicate the symptoms of the problem. A number of theories exhibit how and
why behavior is learnt. Eye contact is one more way to improve your nonverbal communication skills. Rekha
could have had four to five rules and stick with them from the beginning till the end. However, the writer
exclaims BSP strategies are not always the most effective way to manage student misbehaviour as they do not
tend to student misbehaviour to any extent, but rather commend well-behaving students for others to realise
the behavioural expectation of the teacher. She focuses a lot on the back benches and she calls out name often.
What we need to recognise is what classroom management is and how much does student behavior factor?
Positive behavior established during a student's primary school years will have a greater influence on a child's
behavior for their entire schooling experience. Students are more likely to be engaged in class if the lesson is
dynamic and stimulating yet clear and easy enough to understand. Subsequently, this will reduce the
possibility of students becoming bored and therefore deferring away from the tasks at hand. Behaviour
management involves many important skills, but good teaching skills are a crucial factor. This involves the
reinforcement of desired behaviour and ignoring or even punishing undesired behaviour. There are several
ways that can be looked upon in teaching such hyperactive class. The data proved that during transition times
students are more likely to be off task and misbehave Classroom management simulation: Effectively handling
transitions,  According to Alber and Heward the primary reason teachers utilise preventative strategies of
behavioural management is because these methods result in an immediate corrective response from student
conduct. Subsequently, it is important that teachers do not become too rigid in their approach to promoting
good behavior. One of the challenges in supporting student wellbeing is when the student exhibits negative
behavior. Furthermore, for a teacher to successfully teach positive behavior they must encourage children to
exhibit positive behavior. Rekha react such because these pupils are way too noisy and naughty. This means
that rather than utilising prevention strategies for behaviour management such as reactionary measures and
office referrals, the teacher commends positive student conduct to improve overall student behaviour. M, pg7
Inappropriate behaviour in classrooms may refer to students 'fighting, swearing, disrupting class activities for
no reason, displaying loud and disorderly conduct and inept or misuse of equipment. Motivation can affect the
success of observation based learning. This is very clear that research backs up how important classroom
management is. The GBG has been used with preschoolers as well as adolescents, however most applications
have been used with typically developing students i. This will allow the teacher to display a greater deal of
control over the behavior of the class and lead to a richer learning experience for all involved. Furthermore,
between the teacher and student should be clearly understood, appreciated and respected. Teachers must be
able to apply the fundamental psychological and social conditions for learning through the appropriate use of
roles, routines and relationships. A classroom should never consist of teachers raising their voices constantly
to get the students attention or students being in fear of teacher throughout the day. Teachers may spend two
or three minutes taking attendance, for example, before their instruction begins. One method of encouraging
positive behavior may work on the majority of students, but may fail with others. Therefore, teachers are faced
with a great deal of responsibility in becoming one of the primary influencers of good behaviour for school
aged children. If the questioning to the questions are at a lower level, the children may not be motivated to
answer as it will not be challenging enough for them. They go off task instead of completing the work given.
William Huitt,  During my time at the school I was able to â€¦show more contentâ€¦ In an article written by
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Wagaman, J. Although its effectiveness was never proven, the punishment was very disproportionately met.
Instructional time[ edit ] Instructional time is what remains after routine classroom procedures are completed.
Teaching Agency and Rogers point out that well prepared lesson plans are one of the strategies for good
teaching. Even though I observed during a very exciting week, she had great control over her studentsâ€¦.


